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Today, I’ll be reviewing ‘Analphabetapolothology’ by Cap’n Jazz. That’s surely one of 
the longest words there is. Interestingly, Cap’n has the same amount of syllables as 
Captain. Really the band should have abbreviated the album title. And what does it 
even mean?? I know what ‘an’ means, I even know what ‘alphabet’ means, but 
‘apolothology’?? Apologise to thology? Apologise to the theology could work (as in 
apologise to God), but that’s not what the album is called. And even if it was, an 
alphabet, apologise to God? Errr… ok then. Wikipedia points out that Cap’n Jazz is 
sometimes written as caP’n Jazz, but again, get your priorities straight. Naturally the 
band are emo, not jazz, but that’s another matter. If the almost but not quite holy 
album wasn’t bad enough, you would’t BELIEVE how long the title of their debut 
album is. Let’s count the amount of words. Yep, it’s 28. 28 words. Imagine asking for 
the CD in a music store. It would be like ‘Hey do you have… what’s it called? Err… 
Do you have something about burritos and kung fu?… No it’s forks and kites…’ (All 
words in the album title). ‘Oh forget it, just get me some Hum or some Zep.’

You could compare the epic album title to the ramblings of some crazy person, and 
the fact the band’s label was called ‘Man with Gun’ only makes things more 
disturbing. Imagine someone waving a shotgun and shouting ‘Cards in spokes! 
Banana peels! Egg shells!’ (More album title words). That’s how I picture the band, 
and can you blame me? Even so, I always thought emo was nice music. I guess 
waving a deadly weapon and screaming is emotional too, but really, I’d call it 
screamo. And if THAT wasn’t confusing enough, the album’s also known as 
‘Shmap’n Shmazz’! That’s no album title abbreviation, those two words (which were 
made up) have absolutely nothing to do with the burritos and such. If these so called 
musicians act this way all the time, it’s only a matter of time until they get punched in 
the face. I THINK obsessive compulsive personality disorder is the most common 
personality disorder, and people with such a condition need the world to have cold 
hard logic. Let’s just pray the OCD sufferers aren’t antisocial, too. 

Out of curiosity, let’s turn the lengthy album name into initials. SO, we have 
BIPFBSCITSABKKFTBPWSOAESWTTO. Something about biscuits? You know 
what? I prefer the longer version. Anyway, let’s go back to the alphabet album. I’ve 
just this minute learnt that it’s exactly the same as BIPFB, just with more tracks. But 
there’s no way you could blame me for not knowing that, for obvious reasons. Do 
you think I like researching gibberish? Moving on, do I like the semi-religious album? 
With track names such as ‘Troubled by Insects’, it’s far from a badass release, but I 
guess the melodies and all that stuff are pretty good. It’s not jazz music, of course it 
isn’t, but if the musicians know what jazz is and they once captained a boat, that 
sounds plausible enough to me. Perhaps Emo Motorists would be a more fitting 
name, but in comparison, the guys in Megadeth never killed anyone, certainly not a 
MILLION people, and the world is a better place because of it. You don’t have to take 
such names literally. 

Did you know with the alphabet album, you get a good 99 minutes and 21 seconds 
of music?? The first CD as explained is mostly the poorly spelt biscuit album, but the 
second CD features a whole bunch of songs from other releases. Usually with such 
compilation double albums, the first CD is of all the good stuff and the second is 
basically the first but mixed in a different and furthermore worse way. Again, not true 
here. I must give the 2nd CD a listen! I couldn’t write an album review without even 
listening to it?? No, too far, I’m listening to it, now. Ok, it’s basically in the same style 
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as the preceding stuff, so in this very special occasion, I’ve decided I don’t need to 
finish listening before writing this review. Bit weird, isn’t it? Some may say I’ve 
reached a new low. Anyway, the album gets a solid 9.5/10! It’s very good! Bye!


